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Rest in Peace Ivor

by Joan Walters

I

t is with great sadness that I report
the death of Ivor Lewis whom
many of you will remember from our
days at the Skreen, he was in fact a
founder member of the Sangha. Ivor
was an erudite and cultured gentleman
whose outstanding qualities were his
humility and his deep spirituality. He
meditated twice daily right up to the
day he died, and practiced yoga until
his ninety first year. He could sit in the
lotus pose for hours.

“There were three little owls
in a wood
who sang hymns
whenever they could;
What the words were about
One never could make out.
But one thought it was
doing them good.”
Source Unknown:
Ring out Wild Bells.
Joan Walters

He died peacefully at home with his
beloved Vickey, just as he would have
wanted it. His funeral on December
3rd was a joyful celebration of his
long life. It was a beautiful sunny
crisp day in Nevern when family
members carried him the short
distance from his home to the Church
where he and Vickey worshipped. The
Service which Ivor had planned was
uplifting in that it concentrated on
Resurrection. Again he was carried to
the cemetery and laid to rest beneath
his favourite mountain Carn Ingli
– Hill of the Angels.
I will finish with a reading Ivor
gave during one of our prayer times
at the Skreen:

Hazel Eyles

by Adrian Rance

I

t is very sad to report that Hazel
Eyles, who was known to many in
the Sangha and in the Bede Griffiths
Charitable Trust, died towards the end
of last year.
She lost her battle with cancer at
the end of November. She died
peacefully at the Hospice, near
Newport, where she was well cared
for and loved by staff and surrounded
by her loving family – two daughters
and two sons and their families.
Hazel had eight grandchildren of
whom she was very proud.
Hazel was very interested in the letters
written by Father Bede and undertook

the enormous task of transcribing
the letters he wrote to his friend
Martyn Skinner, which are now in the
Bodleian Library in Oxford.
For some time now Hazel has been
making these letters available to
readers of the Sangha Newsletter
and we thought we should continue
her initiative in bringing these
treasures to a wider audience. Hazel
was in discussions with Templegate
Publishing in America to bring out
a volume of these letters and it is
fervently to be hoped that this project
comes to fruition.
So this letter is printed here as
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a dedication to Hazel and in
loving appreciation of all that she
brought to her friends in the Bede
Griffiths Sangha.

Her funeral, which she organised
herself, was held at the small country
Church at Mitchel Troy, where she
was organist on December 3rd 2014.
Thankfully she slipped away without
too much suffering and was lucid to
the end. She will be sadly missed by
those of us who knew her as a loyal
and helpful Sangha member.
We offer our condolences to her
family and thanks to her daughter
Ruth for supplying the information
and picture.

From Father Bede to a Friend

My dear Martyn,

T

hank you for your letter. I
am afraid that I have treated
you badly. The trouble was that the
invitation to go to Germany last
September came very suddenly and
I hardly had time to let people know
about it and from that came the
opportunity to go to the US. But it was
a very rewarding experience and that
is why I am planning to go there again.
I find more understanding there than
in India or in England or anywhere
else, except parts of Germany. I will
be going to Germany again to meet
Roland Ropers, who is publishing my
new book (in German and in English).
I don’t know whether you will like it.
I have come to believe in a ‘universal
wisdom’ – what Aldous Huxley called
the Perennial Philosophy – which
underlies all the major religions. This
wisdom is essentially ‘non-dual’.
That is, it recognises that beyond all
dualities, of mind and matter, subject
and object, space and time, good
and evil, there is a non-dual reality
which transcends all dualities without

by Adrian Rance
the bells of the Monmouth Priory rang
out in celebration of a life well lived
by this wonderful lady.

In August the family had a holiday
together in Snowdonia to celebrate
Hazel’s 80th birthday. In September
another celebration was held at
Monmouth Priory, where Hazel had
been a volunteer, family and friends
enjoyed an afternoon of tea, cake
and music provided by her talented
grandchildren. Her daughter Rachel
– a professional violinist regularly
played at the hospice much to the
enjoyment of staff and patients. Her
son and his wife are bell-ringers so

Shantivanam
April 14th 1991
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denying their validity at a certain
level. It is simply that our minds are
conditioned to see the world in this
way – an external world outside us
– but in every religion the deepest
thinkers have discovered a level of
consciousness which transcends all
dualities and sees a profound unity
underlying all apparent contradictions.
It is remarkable however in Judaism
and Islam this tradition of non-dualism
emerged – in the Kabbala and with
the Sufis and– in spite of the strong
dualism inherent in both religions.
Christianity has suffered from its
Jewish inheritance of a dualistic
mentality – God and the world as
separate beings – instead of realising
that God is in the world and the world
in God – what is called pan-en-theism
as opposed to pantheism. St John’s
Gospel is the great revelation of this
non-dualism in Christianity, where
Jesus prays - that they all may be one,
as Thou Father in me, and I in Thee,
that they many be one in us.
This is the final reality – the
realisation that we are all in God
and God in us and all dualities are
transcended. This is the teaching

edited by Adrian Rance
also of Hinduism and Buddhism.
Each religion has its own approach,
but all arrive at the same insight.
I don’t know what you will think of
this. As a poet you live in a world
of dualities like everyone else, but
does not the imagination precisely
seek to transcend the dualities and
discover a hidden unity behind all
phenomena? Wordsworth is the best
example on a conscious level – as
in The Lines written above Tintern
Abbey – but don’t all poets seek to
unify their experience – to ‘see the
world in a grain of sand and heaven
in a wild flower,’ as Blake said? I
would say that poetry stands between
ordinary dualistic perception and the
experience of non-duality.
It is extremely hot here now and I am
looking forward to a cooler climate.
With best wishes,
Yours ever,

D. Bede
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Sangha Silent Contemplative Opportunities 2015
Michaelgarth, Ty Mawr Convent
near Monmouth Wales

“There is nothing so much
like God as Silence”
Meister Eckhart
ur contemporary world’s ability
to ‘keep going’, with for example,
twenty four hour shopping seven
days a week both real and online, has
eroded more naturally dictated daily
and yearly cycles of work, rest and
play. Bodily discomforts, sometimes
messengers inviting us to slow and
rush less, can be magicked away with
pain killers; holidays, for some, can
be as ‘full on’ as work. Like many
things, this capacity to ‘keep going’
is double edged. Clearly beneficial
on the one hand, it also brings greater
expectations and demands. One key
impact is that greater responsibility
is placed on people to choose to stop,
to rest, take stock and recharge. This
challenge is made the greater as we
are surrounded by enticements to
‘keep going’.

O

In the light of this, it is perhaps
unsurprising that spacious times of
silence, quietening and reflection;
times of simply being present
and of self enquiry, have become
increasingly popular. This is where
the contemplative opportunities that
the Sangha offers in the form of
‘Hermits–in–Company’ and ‘Sharing
the Journey’ come in. In 2015 these
retreats will be held in Michaelgarth
guest house which lies within the
beautiful grounds of Ty Mawr
Convent. More details of this small,
Cistercian in spirit contemplative
community can be found at:
www.churchinwales.org.uk/tymawr

Sharing the Journey
24th-27th July, 2015

T

his 4 day retreat will focus
on the experience of being
with ourselves and each other in an
atmosphere of silence and reflection.
There will be regular periods of group

meditation, readings on relevant
themes, and sessions of enquiry where
we reflect on our respective inner &
outer journeys and the impact of being
together in a shared space.
Each day will begin with chanting
the Gayatri Mantra – the Mother
of the Vedas, and end with Nama
Japa – repeating the Holy Name of
God. There will be time & space for
walking, resting, reading, movement,
and especially being with nature in the
beautiful grounds of Ty Mawr convent
& the surrounding countryside.
‘When the eternal and the human meet,
that’s where love is born – not through
escaping our humanity or trying to
disappear into transcendence, but
through finding that place where they
come into union.’
Adyashanti
The retreat will be led by John
Careswell & Ingrid Schultz. There
will be a limit of eight participants.
Book early! Fully inclusive cost £120.
Further details & booking form:
e-mail: johningrid@careswell.net
phone: 01373 471 317

Hermits–in-Company
May 1st-4th &
September 16th-22nd

H

ermits could imply a withdrawal,
a move from or rejection of the
world and others. However, we gather
as ‘Hermits–in–Company’, people
never out of relationship. Speaking of
the desert fathers and mothers, Father
Laurence Freeman1 wrote, ‘they loved
and sought solitude. But they were
also persons held in a network of
realistic relationships in community’.
So too are we on the Hermits–inCompany retreats. Experience over
years suggests that quietening and
stilling with others allows for a
deeper engagement with self and
other and the world; a capacity which
can then be taken back into our lives.

On the retreat, we gather, mostly
in silence, held by the Benedictine
rhythm of the day as at Shantivanam.
We are free to use the unstructured
time and space as we wish, coming
together for times of meditation and
readings around a lightly held theme.
We are self catering and our sense of
community deepens through sharing
simple housekeeping tasks.
As with a good soup recipe, there are
core ingredients. However, each time
you make a soup the basic recipe can
be varied. So too with Hermits; each
retreat has a unique twist which is
reflected in the theme and optional
activities. However, the silence, the
spaciousness and prayer rhythm of
the day are always there. They are
small retreats - which is part of their
charm, however it limits the numbers
that can come. Ingredients-wise a mix
of seasoned Hermits and newcomers
makes for a creative and wholesome
soup. I am always happy to hear of
anyone who may be interested in
these retreats.
There are two Hermits in Company
retreats planned for 2015. The first
retreat running from May 1- 4th is
booking up fast with both seasoned
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and new hermits, however, at the
time of writing there are a few places
remaining. The fully inclusive cost of
the May retreat is £112. The second
retreat is longer running over seven
days from September 16th – 22nd.
There are places remaining on this
retreat – the fully inclusive cost is
£222. Please do be in touch if you
would like to come to either retreats.

In conclusion, given our desire
to respond to both the growing
community of people who regularly
come on these silent retreats for whom
they have become an important part
of their year, and to new people who
would like to come, we are pleased
that three contemplative events have
emerged this year.
With warmest wishes

Both retreats will be facilitated
by Jane Lichnowski with catering
organised by Ingrid Schultz,
Michael Giddings and Sue Brayne.
For further details or to book please
contact Jane Lichnowski:
email: jane@licknowski.com
phone: 01285 651 381
07971 167 568

Book Review - On Friendship
On Friendship
The Letters of Bede Griffiths to
Richard Rumbold 1946-1961
Edited by Adrian Rance
Published by Templegate Publishers
Springfield, Illinois, 2014

T

he title of the book is a deliberate
echo of the treatise by Aelred of
Rievaulx, De Spiritali Amicitia, for
which he used Cicero’s De Amicitia as
a model. Fr Bede himself referred to
Aelred’s treatise on several occasions
in these letters. He repeatedly assured
Richard, ‘You know you will always
have my friendship’, but his main
concern was to use their friendship to
lead Richard to a fuller experience of
the love of God. We also read of Fr
Bede’s concern that Richard should
find true faith in God, by which he
meant the faith of the Roman Catholic
Church, and that he should develop
a willingness to allow God’s will to
be paramount in his life. We see Fr
Bede being in turns stern and rather
authoritative, but also concerned and
loving. Richard had many problems:
his bipolar disorder, TB, homosexual
tendencies, and Fr Bede tried to

help him to find ways of coping
with all of them. In the course of the
correspondence, Fr Bede revealed his
own uncertainties about the problem
of suffering, of unanswered prayer,
and his frustration due to Richard not
returning to the Catholic faith. The
appendix to the book consists of a
valuable short paper On Homosexual
Love which exists as a manuscript
in Fr Bede’s handwriting, and which
could make a useful contribution to
the debate taking place in the Catholic
Church today.
Richard is the dedicatee of Fr Bede’s
autobiography The Golden String, and
there is a discussion on his progress
in writing the book in the course of
this correspondence, which provides
an interesting background. We learn
of the wide range of literature which
Bede and Richard were reading, and
learn that Fr Bede was studying the
Bhagavad Gita and the Vedanta (in
translation) as early as 1948. He went
to India in 1955, and it was to Richard
that he wrote: ‘I have simply fallen in
love with India’.

Jane and John
1. From Father Laurence Freeman’s
Introduction (page 8) to Silence and Honey
Cakes by Rowan Williams, 2003 published by
Lion Books.

reviewed by Hilary Knight
It is a pity there are several publisher’s
errors: the letters run from 1946 (not
1943 as on the front cover), Rumbold’s
name is spelled wrongly on the second
end-paper, and on pages 84 and 85 the
text is transposed.
Adrian has provided a helpful
introduction and footnotes, and is
to be congratulated on bringing this
valuable series of letters to our notice
and making them available to a wider
audience, thus enriching our own
‘friendship’ with that affectionate
man, Fr Bede.
Hilary Knight
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The Advent Retreat
The Advent Retreat at
Brownshill Monastery
A personal Response by
Caroline Mackenzie

S

ixteen people – twelve women and
four men gathered for the retreat.
Our focus was on Living Water. The
retreat was much more structured
than any sangha retreat I have been
on before. I found this relaxing and
allowed me to go deeper into the theme
and into myself than when different
people offer input in a random way.
On this occasion Jane Lichnowski and
John Ryder gave a clear structure to
the process. Inspired by Br Martin’s
idea of ourselves as fourfold beings in
relation to God – as physical bodies, as
creatures of God, Children of God and
then being one with God, we listened
to the story of the Samaritan Woman
at the Well (John 4) at the beginning
of each of the four sessions. It was
very striking to hear the verses read
by different people.

by Caroline Mackenzie
In each of the sessions there was
an exercise that involved everyone
– a body scan, a sharing on the
lexio (reading of the scripture), art
work and on the final morning the
transformation ritual. Jane took a lot
of thought to create a meaningful and
aesthetic sacred space. As with all
sangha retreats there was the basic
structure of the three times meditation,
bhajan singing/chanting and listening
to scripture. These readings once
again were not random as on some
earlier retreats but carefully selected
to fit into the theme by Hilary Knight.
On Saturday evening we enjoyed
Dances of Universal peace. Once
again, Nyssa, the teacher had made
an effort to select dances that related
directly to the theme of water. The
Dances of Universal Peace are part of
spiritual culture in the U.K. but they
are rarely integrated with Christian
practice. There is joyousness about
them that resonates with the bhajans.

The Lion Lady Bronze

H

ow does God know who we are?
I am not like that Samaritan
woman in most ways – although
as a creative woman artist I am on
the margins of society. When I got
back home I received an email from
my niece (aged twenty three) in
response to a sculpture I have made
of a woman – a Lion Lady. The way
this young woman articulated her
understanding of this sculpture is to
date quite unique and very close to
my intentions in making the sculpture.
In a sense, she “told me everything I
ever did”. I share it here because one
of the aims of the sangha is to provide
a space where people in the West can
reflect on how India has affected
them. One of the crucial qualities I
discovered in India was a language
for my experience as a woman. In her
reflections Bettine says,
“For I always think it seems to

SANGHA NEWSLETTER

On a personal level, I was struck by
the presence of the woman in the story,
and wondered how her story could be
meaningful to me as a woman from an
entirely different social situation. We
heard that the Samaritan Woman had
five husbands and now lives with a man
who is not her husband. It looks like
she is exploited by men and rejected
by the women of her village because
she comes on her own to the well at
mid-day. She goes through different
responses to Jesus. She arrives at
another level when he says to her, “Go
and call your husband” and she says
“I have no husband” (vv. 17-19) and
he says “Yes, you are telling the truth
there”. Jesus recognises her. She goes
back to her village and says, “I have
met a man who told me everything I
ever did.”

by Caroline Mackenzie

most artists that the female worth
capturing is seductive, alluring
and overwhelmingly ‘feminine’ OR
intelligent, strong and surprisingly
‘masculine’. Both are women ‘fitting
into’ a man’s world. However yours
is not.”
It is thanks to the Hindu religious
imagination that I was able to
discover a language to describe
myself as a creative woman who has
her own ideas and does not fit into a
prescribed framework.
The other point that particularly
struck me in her response was that
she felt that the Lion Lady “came
from a spiritual world”. The picture
of woman as an incarnation of the
divine is culturally acceptable in India
in a way that it is not here. There is no
reason for this other than a particular

frame work. God is spirit (v.24) and
thus unlimited.
My sculpture of the Lion Lady
represents an aspect of how I feel
empowered through glimpsing myself
in the four ways we explored on the
retreat – as a body, and specifically as
female body, as a creature of God, a
daughter of God and as one with God
who can be imagined as being in a
female form.
Lion Lady,
bronze,
Caroline Mackenzie
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Reflections on the Lion Lady

I

think one of most immediately
inspiring things for me upon seeing
your artwork was your emphasis on
parallel space. Not the curves and twists
usually attributed to female poses.
Rarely, if ever, had I seen sculptures
and paintings of women in a stance
that is direct, focused, but crucially
not confrontational. For I always think
it seems to most artists that the female
worth capturing is seductive, alluring
and overwhelmingly ‘feminine’ OR
intelligent, strong and surprisingly
‘masculine’. Both are women ‘fitting
into’ a man’s world. However yours
is not. The Lion Lady appears strong
and free and benevolent - I would
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describe these features as I see the
sculpture, not start with the fact that
she is a woman WITH these features.
Her gender is part of her person, but
not the defining aspect. It is an aspect
absorbed into and along with her other
characteristics in the melange that let
her ‘be’ in this world. Her attributes
seem to come from universal human
experience, not in rebellion to her
surroundings. For this reason I don’t
want to say but I do, that she almost
seems to be from another world, a
spiritual world. Since regrettably I feel
that in this world many assumptions
are placed onto a person for the
gender they were given at birth, not

by Bettine MacKenzie
their actions since. She is a figure who
does not counter assumption or make
a point of her strength, but counters
much broader human problems by
being herself.
I think what I’m trying to talk about
is the unconscious force she emits,
which garners confidence in humans.
She is an enlightened person to
admire, not specifically a woman
to admire for having achieved
enlightenment like a trophy.
Caroline Mackenzie
Suffolk,
November 2015
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Sanskrit Corner

by Ken Knight

Sphota
Big Bangs &
Other Explosions
Sphota: that from which
meaning bursts forth.
he London buses cliche which
has us waiting for ages then two
come at once could be applied to my
recent experience. The first ‘bus’ was
Brother Martin who had written in the
last Newsletter about the Big Bang
theory of the creation of the universe
and linked the science with a spiritual
context. The second ‘bus’ was when
Hilary attended the Meister Eckhart
annual conference and heard a talk
about the explosions in mind inspiring
religious language. For some years I
have waited for an opportunity to write
about ‘sphota’ theory for it is behind
many of the references I have made
to ‘Logos’ and ‘Vak’ in these articles
in the past. This article is about the
spiritual nature of language.

T

Sphota is a Sanskrit word linked to
the Grammarian School of studies of
the Vedas. The sphota can be thought
of as the ‘light-bulb’ moment of
inspiration, a moment which requires
the rules of grammar to express the
meaning, just as the universe requires
a natural law to manifest all forms out
of a single beginning.
‘Please explain,’ pleads the reader.
As the centuries pass in any
tradition, the language of the original
teachings becomes lost through
changes in the language, translations
and the contexts of the translators.
To protect the language and original
meaning of the hymns of the Vedas,
and to enable their study, six systems
of study were established. One of
these was vyakarana, grammar, and
its teachers were the Grammarian
School. Unlike the grammar that
used to be taught in our schools,
vyakarana is based in a philosophical
understanding of language. Hence
Bhartrihari, a main teacher of the

Confucius 551-479 B.C.

Grammarian School, wrote:
‘Grammar is the door to liberation, the
remedy of all blemishes of speech, the
purifier of all branches of knowledge.’
Vakyapadiya 1.14.
We are encountering here a much
more profound understanding of
language than we normally have.
Our own speech is a clutter of ideas
filling our view of ourselves and
the universe. When we have some
profound insight we struggle to find
the language to express ourselves.

We have not been taught or given the
tools to be great orators.
I once had the joy of helping with a
group of people educated in the first
half of the last century. When a topic
of interest arose they would all have
reams of poetry and scripture, learned
by heart when at school, to contribute
to a discussion. Such learning by heart
is seen today as without educational
value!! But with that older generation
the words of past poets and rishis
informed and eased the transmission
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Sanskrit Corner
of their own understanding. It is this
‘learning by heart’ that enables the
flow of the insights of past teachers
to pass cleanly from one generation to
the next, and this has always been the
aim of the Vedic practices.
Changing cultures for a moment, it is
appropriate here to bring a quote from
Confucius. This is a rough translation
of Analect 13. He had been asked how
to correct a society that is in decline
and he replied: ‘Correct language. For
if what is said is not what is meant,
what ought to be done is not done,
morals and art decay and the people
stand about in confusion.
.....Therefore a superior man considers
it necessary that the names he uses
may be spoken appropriately. What is
required is just that in his words there
may be nothing incorrect.’
Clearly, the concept of grammar as a
‘door to liberation’ is founded upon a
special understanding of language.
To appreciate this concept it helps if
we can find a place away from the
noises of towns. Stand awhile, and
open the awareness, be ‘in listening’
for a while and you will be like the
ancient sages who were aware of all
the various sounds of birds, animals,
insects, breezes etc and who posed
a question: ‘From what do all these
sounds and our speech emerge, what
is that unity in the silence to which all
sounds return?’
That is a perennial question.
Ramakrishna wrote: ‘The universe
is nothing but the Divine uttering its
Divine Name to Itself.’
And in the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad,
4.1, we read: ‘In the beginning was
verily the Self in the form of a person.
That one pondered and beheld nothing
but Itself and first said ‘I (am)’.
Therefore arose the name ‘I’.’

The universe begins with ‘I (am)’ and
that is the name given to Moses when
he needed authority for the teachings
he was to give.
It is useful to remember these old
traditions when we begin to speak and
use the pronoun ‘I’ to start a sentence.
Are we referring to the Self or to
myself ? To ‘Thy Will’ or my will?
For of a certainty, ‘Thy Will’ is a door
to liberation.
So now we can come to the next step
in the evolution, the speaking out of
the Word, of the name ‘I’.
‘This, in the beginning, was only the
Lord of the universe. His Word was
with him. The Word was his second.
He contemplated. He said, “ I will
deliver this Word so that she will
produce and bring into being all this
world.”
Tandya Maha Brahmana XX.14,2
Although that text is later in Vedic
writings than the Rg Veda, it neatly
leads us to a Rgvedic verse, X 71.1:
“O Lord of the Holy Word! That was
the first beginning of the Word when
the Seers fell to naming each object.
That which was the best and purest,
deeply hidden within their hearts, they
revealed by the power of their love.”
So the seers found the true ‘name’ of
each object by meditating, by resting
the attention, by reasoning ‘within
their heart’, in love. And through their
mantras they gave those holy words to
those with ears to hear.
Forgive me here for giving the
first four verses of that hymn in a
different translation for they are
very important:
“Brhaspati, giving names to objects,
sent out Vak’s (the Word’s) first and
earliest utterances.
All that was excellent and spotless,
treasured within the poets, was
disclosed through their affection.”
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by Ken Knight
“Where, like men cleansing cornflour in a sieve, the wise in spirit have
created language,
friends see and recognize the marks
of friendship: their speech retains the
blessed sign imprinted........................
“One man has never seen Vak, and yet
he sees: another man has hearing but
has never heard her.
But to another has she shown her
beauty as a fond well-dressed woman
to her husband.”
The Word fills all before us but even
with eyes some just see difference,
people have ears but do not hear the
subtle meaning. But some are given
eyes to see and ears to hear that eternal
presence that is common to all.
The readers may like to compare some
words on ‘Logos’ here. The concept of
the Logos is derived from our limited
quotations of the Greek philosopher
Heraclitus who said:
‘Listening not to me but to the Logos
it is wise to agree that all things are
one.’
‘One must follow what is common;
but, even though the Logos is common,
most people live as though they
possessed their own private wisdom.’
To return to the Vedas, they are
teaching us about the emergence of
unity into diversity and the return
journey from diversity into unity. Both
the outward and the return journey is
achieved through and by the Word and
we are called to remember that in our
private and communal rituals:
‘The Word, imperishable, mother
of the Veda and hub of immortality.
May she come to us in happiness in
the sacrifice! May she, our protecting
goddess, be easy of entreaty.’
Taittiriya Brahmana 2,8,8,5
The sacrifice is of ‘my will’ into ‘Thy
Will’, in a moment of remembrance.
On the same theme we may consider:
‘My thoughts are not your thoughts,
neither are my ways your ways, “ says

10
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Sanskrit Corner
the Lord, ‘So shall the Word go forth
out of my mouth; it shall not return
unto me void, but it shall accomplish
that which I please, and it shall
prosper in the thing whereto I sent it.’
Isaiah 55, v8-11
‘Verily I say unto you, that this
generation shall not pass till all the
things be done. Heaven and earth
shall pass away; but my words shall
not pass away.’
Matthew 13v30,31
Here again is the philosophical and
theological view of the Word as the
immortal, the ‘bread of life’ and we
need to seek out the clues as to how
that essential Word may emerge from
our mouths in all its fullness of grace
and truth. That is where sphota theory
comes in.
Sphota is derived from the word ‘sphut’
which means ‘bursting out’. We may
translate sphota as ‘an explosion in
consciousness’. This we are to relate to
the inspired words that can pour from

by Ken Knight
us in the ‘light-bulb moment’ of direct
experience; the direct experience of the
divine or the direct experience of the
inner meaning of some spiritual text
or scientific insight. It is to be linked
with another word relevant to these
two which is ‘pratibha’. This word
describes the Light that bursts forth in
a direct, immediate and instantaneous
experience of unity. By now you may
be thinking, ‘This all sounds like St
John’s teaching on the Logos in the
prologue to his gospel’ and you would
be correct in that understanding; in
my opinion.
But, Oh Dear. I seem to have used
up an awful lot of words and have
not explained much about the
sphota. So that had better be kept
in potential to explode for the next
Newsletter so order your copy from
the sangha or click onto the website
next quarter. Meanwhile, here is
a little quote from Bhartrihari to
summarise the story so far:
“Language infuses all cognition.
Without this close relationship

Small Things with Great Love, Continued

between awareness and language
nothing would become known;
it makes identification of things
possible. Language is the basis of all
branches of knowledge (vidya ), or of
all crafts (silpa) and arts (kala). The
consciousness of all migrating beings
does not go beyond language.........
Because the Self is that with which
one desires union and that Self is the
language within us, one attains the
highest Self (paramatman) through
purification of language, and one who
is aware of the principles of language’s
activity attains immortal brahman.”
Vakyapadiya 1. 115-123.
Ken Knight
knightingale40@yahoo.co.uk
And here is a little clue for the next
Sanskrit corner:

by Ken Knight

I

n the previous newsletter I offered
a quote from Mother Teresa, ‘Small
things with great love’, as a kind of
mantra for dealing with the despair
and frustration and feebleness many
people feel at the rise of war, famine
and disease in the world today. I was
asked for some more information,
hence this article.
Certainly, there are some who will
be able to make much greater impact
than others but for most of us we
can and must seek to achieve a little,
with great love. Sometimes an act of
kindness or generosity or, as often as
we can, remembrance. In this case I
use the word ‘remembrance’ to mean
a turning from the small house of
our daily concerns to the large house
of universal law; from ‘my will’ to
‘Thy will’. That small adjustment

Mother Teresa 1910 - 1997

makes the action special and we
must not underestimate the power
of the Eternal Presence. Because we
so often are trapped by the wish to

see the fruits of our actions we limit
that Presence. If we let go of that
limitation then the universal flow of
grace grows, we become ‘a channel
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Small Things with Great Love, Continued
for peace’ and what needs to be done
will be revealed.
If you would like to hear Mother
Teresa talking of this you will find
her at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmVgffR79oo

For those without a computer, this is
what she says:
‘Small things with great love.
It is not how much we do but how
much love we put into doing.
And not how much we give but how
much love we put into the giving.
To God there is nothing small.
The moment we have given up to God
becomes infinite.’
This expansion of the small into
the infinite is the natural outcome
of moving from that small house to
the large, and remembrance is the
key. If we look for ‘smallest’ in the
gospel teaching then the parable
of the mustard seed may help for
‘remembrance’ is a small act but
potentially a magnificent one.
In all traditions the practice of
remembrance is central to spiritual
life, indeed, the Sufi ceremony of
chant and whirling is called zikhr and
this word means ‘remembrance’. The
Sufi dancer wears a turban shaped like
a tombstone on his head as a sign that
his ego has died in the dancing, an act
of remembrance of the divine.
In the Upanishadic teaching then
remembrance is also a key duty. The
last words we should be holding in
mind as the body dies is given by the
Isha Upanishad as: ‘om krato smara
krtam smara’ which is translated as
‘Om. O mind remember, remember
what has been done, O mind,
remember brahman.’ So we turn from
remembering our passing life in all
its shadows and then allow the mind
to expand into brahman. We were
born in that expansion but through
forgetfulness have veiled that which
is brahman alone.

by Ken Knight

Wordsworth wrote, in his poem
‘Intimations of Immortality from
Recollections of early Childhood’,
of our progress out of the bright
vision of our birth into the shadows
of adulthood:

disabled children. Everyone, UN
officials, local priests and officials all
told her it was impossible. ‘We are
dealing with Prime Minister Begin
here,’ said one.

‘Our birth is but a sleep and a
forgetting;
The soul that rises with us,
our life’s Star,
Hath had elsewhere its setting,
And cometh from afar;
Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,
But trailing clouds of glory
do we come
From God who is our home.’

Nothing would deny her determination
and she insisted that she would pray to
Mary. Amazingly, the next day there
was a limited ceasefire and the children
were rescued and lovingly cared for.
As the nuns clean the children Mother
Teresa speaks the words I have typed
above. Here is another link for you to
see the events just before and after the
rescue. It is a remarkable video.

To aid remembrance the Kena
Upanishad tells us to ask the
question, ‘By whose will is it that
the mind goes out through the
senses?’ We may think that the
answer is, ‘It is by my will that
the mind considers events and
plans’ but the Upanishad says ‘It
is brahman.’ Behind the veil of
our egoism lies a greater reality.
The Koran tells us: ‘I (Allah) am
closer to you than your jugular
vein.’ We forget this truth.

If you do not wish to type in the URL
you could go to Youtube and type in
the search ‘Mother Teresa Lebanon’
and you will find these two links.

Remembrance is the gift of grace
that allows the true Light to enter
into the world. Remembrance. A
small thing but when done in the
presence of great love it becomes
a fulfillment of Mary’s words,
‘My soul doth magnify the Lord’.
Tennyson echoes the Koran when
he wrote, in his poem ‘The Higher
Pantheism’:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=nhr_fTeCKf8

Finally, a last comment on the
mustard seed parable. Many years
ago I came across an early Christian
symbol for this parable and include
it here. It is very simple but also
very accurate as a demonstration
of Mother Teresa’s words: ‘Small
things with great love.....(may I add
two words).....in faith.’
The Parable
of the Mustard Seed
Heaven

‘Speak to Him thou for He hears, and
Spirit with Spirit can meet..
Closer is He than breathing, and
nearer than hands and feet.’
Returning to the words of Mother
Teresa. The context of her words was
quite remarkable. The Israeli invasion
of Lebanon was in full flow and
Mother Teresa was desperate to cross
the front line to rescue some severely

Earth
Ken Knight
knightingale40@yahoo.co.uk
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A Way into Meditation

T

hese notes were written in
response to letters asking for
guidance in “basic skills of Biblebased meditation.” Ideally such help
should be given face to face, for
meditation is a deeply personal thing,
but they are offered in the hope that
some at least may find them useful
under the action of the Antar-yamin,
the indweller.

“Meditation” here means not
thinking about God, or Jesus, and
our relationship with him, but rather
the quietening of our whole being
to allow the God “beyond all name
and form” who dwells within us and
within all beings gradually to make
his presence known to us and to take
possession of all our life and activity
from within. The capacity for such
meditation is not something peculiar
to Christians, it is a fundamental
dimension of human nature without
which we cannot be fully alive as
human beings. This meditation lies at
the heart of the Gospel : Jesus himself
spent forty days in the desert and later
whole nights in “the prayer of God”,
went away early to lonely places to
pray and gave constant proof at the
most “active” moments of his life that
he and the Father were one, that the
Father dwelling within him was acting
in and through him, that he had come
from God and was going to God. He
told his disciples that they too were to
“pray without ceasing” and also to set
aside special times for prayer when
they were to “go into their room and
shut the door and pray to their Father
in secret.” By this he clearly meant the
“room” (or “ cave “ as Indian tradition
would say) of their own heart, for,
as in India today, how many of his
hearers would have had private rooms
in the physical sense?
The fundamental attitudes with
which we should come to this prayer,
the attitudes of the Lord’s own
heart, are all contained in the “Our
Father”, awareness of the reality of
God, surrender to him, desire for his

by Sara Grant

creation to be totally transformed by
his Spirit, longing for the needs of all
men to be satisfied, for forgiveness and
a forgiving heart, a thirst for his glory.
Detailed “basic skills”, however, Jesus
does not provide himself. This is where
we can find help in later Christian
tradition, and also in the other great
spiritual traditions of man.

1

The first thing is to find a time and
a place to sit in stillness, ideally
for not less than half an hour a day.
Sometimes this will seem impossible,
but it is essential to be as regular as
possible; even Craveing time can be
used if necessary.

“come to rest
on the breath”

2

The body is an important helper
in meditation. If it is still, the
mind will more easily settle into
silence. Therefore take a position
you can keep easily: back straight,
head straight, chin slightly tucked in.
It is excellent to sit cross-legged on
the ground or some firm seat, but a
straight, backed chair may be used.
Do not sag or slouch.

3

Become peacefully aware of all
the possible sources of distraction
(especially noises) around you, accept
them, and let them go. Acceptance
is very important; it removes
the frustration that often makes
distractions obsessive.

4

Check areas of physical tension
from the top of your head to your
toes and back again, down the back
and up the front, noting any tensionpoint and relaxing it.

5

Peacefully observe the rhythm
of your breathing. Do not
attempt to change it: it will
automatically slow down, and the
mind will gradually “come to rest
on the breath”, as the Upanishad

says, like a bird on the waters.

6

At this point, there are two
possibilities (among many others):a) You may silently count “one” for
the incoming breath, “two” for the outgoing, and so on, up to ten, and then
begin again quietly with “one” . .. This
gives the mind enough occupation
to steady it without provoking it to
many thoughts. If you find yourself
going beyond ten to eleven, twelve,
etc., this shows that your attention is
not steady Thinking does not make
God present; he is present by the very
fact of our existing, and he can make
himself known to us without any clear
thoughts of ours. This quiet counting
stills us at a deeper level of our being
to know him at the level of the heart.
b) Pray some word or short phrase
such as “Abba,” “Father”, “Give
me this water,” which is a help
or inspiration to you at present to
the rhythm of your breathing, not
thinking about it, but allowing the
Spirit to pray it for you from within
your own spirit (cf. Rom. 8,26)

7

Continue either of these practices
for as long as is helpful to
maintaining peace. If distractions
come, peacefully recognise their
presence, accept them as a fact, and
let them go, promising to attend to
them later if necessary.

8

You may gradually feel a need to
stop counting or repeating your
word and remain silently aware of the
rhythm of your breath. If so, be silent.

9

A few moments before the end
of your meditation, drop the
awareness of the breath and simply
be aware. “Aware of what?”. Just
aware, fully aware, not trying to think
of anything, or not think of anything,
just being. This may seem difficult
at first, but gradually the indwelling
Spirit will show you what it means.
At the end of the time of meditation,
get up slowly and quietly, without
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A Way into Meditation - con’t
violent movement or sudden talking,
and gently begin the next thing you
have to do so that the sense of inner
depth and peace carries over like
background music into the rest of
your day, and little by little all that
you do will spring from that inner
depth. So the Lord himself was “led
by the Spirit” ( cf. Lk. 4, 1).
“God is the chief Doer in this matter”
St John of the Cross

1

If we have the desire for meditation,
it comes from God, and he will
surely “ give the Spirit to those who
ask him” ( cf. Lk. 11. 131. Romans 8
is very encouraging here.

our attitudes and responses to others.
If we are not conscious of any willed
lack, there we may remain in peace.
God is beyond anything we can
imagine or conceive, so it is natural
for us to feel out of our depth until he
begins to make himself know to us in
a different way.

6

It is good to give some time each
day, even if it is only ten minutes,
to reading scripture, especially the
New Testament, or some other helpful
book; we need to grow into the
mind of Christ at the level of ideas
and judgments, and this also gives
the Holy Spirit something to use for
illumining our minds and hearts.

2

This prayer is therefore NOT A
WASTE OF TIME even if we
think nothing is happening. It is a
most powerful means of transforming
us into Christ and has therefore to do
with the very end and goal of life.

“little by little
all that you do
will spring
from that
inner depth.”

3

In fact. the first sign that anything
is happening does not usually occur
during the meditation itself, but quite
unexpectedly at some other time; one
suddenly, or gradually, becomes aware
that some difficulty in self-discipline
has greatly lessened or even vanished
altogether, for example, problems over
getting up in the morning, dependence
on smoking or alcohol or coffee, or in
a personal relationship there is a new
freedom which affects our whole way
of being......

4

Conversely, since this is a prayer
of our whole being which affects
our whole life, it is greatly helped
by a steady effort to be responsive
to the demands of God in our daily
living, especially by unselfish charity
and compassion in our thoughts and
actions, and nothing is a more effective
block to meditation then selfishness
and lack of love and compassion.

5

It follows that if we feel we
“cannot meditate”, the first thing
to check is our honesty with God and

7

It is however very important not to
use reading as an escape from the
dryness and boredom we may often
feel during meditation time; we are
seeking the treasure in the field, the
pearl of great price of Matthew 13, and
like the men in the Gospel we have to
give everything we possess, not least
all our own small ideas of God and
our feelings and desires, however holy
they may seem. “My soul has desired
thee in the night”, says the psalmist;
again, he is beyond anything we can
possibly imagine or desire.

8

Those who have a habit of praying
in the Eucharistic presence of
Christ may find the analogy of the
guru a help. According to earliest
tradition the task of the guru is to
awaken the disliple to awarenees of
the presence within his own being of
the Mystery by which the guru himself
lives: so “no one knows the Son but
the Father, and no one knows the

by Sara Grant
Father but the Son, and he to who in
the Son chooses to reveal him”. Such
wordless sitting in the presence can
be deeply transforming: a receiving of
the Spirit the fruit of the Lord’s lifegiving death.

9

Great support is also to be found
by meditating together at least
sometimes with others drawn to this
way, even if no word is spoken during
the sitting: “where two or three are
gathered together in my name, there am
I in their midst” can be very powerfully
verified on these occasions.
Anyone into whose hands this
leaflet falls can be assured of
supportive union in mind and heart
of the Christa Prema Seva Ashram
community. Any individuals or small
groups who would like to come and
spend some time with us will always
be welcome, but please write first if
possible, as the house is normally full!
-Books/that may be useful for further
reading Prayer, by Abhisiktananda
(a Benedictine monk); I. S. P. C. K.,
Rs. 7.50. This speaks of Christian
meditation in relation to the
Upanishads. The Penguin edition of the
‘Upanishads translated by J. Mascaro
makes them easily accessible as a
basic human document (or documents)
communicating a powerful sense of the
Mystery which “we are accustomed to
call God”, as Aquinas says, pervading
and transcending the whole creation
and most intimately present to us in
the depths of our own being. And now
the descent to the place of the Source
.beyond light and beyond darkness.

10

Christa Prema Seva Ashram
Sara Grant R.S.C.J.
Shiyajinagar
6th August 1986
PUNE 41 i 005
Feast of the Transfiguration
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The Ganges and the Jordan Meet
The Ganges and
the Jordan Meet
by Br Martin
ISPCK 2014

B

rother Martin’s book, The
Ganges and the Jordan Meet,
is a valuable contribution to our
understanding. The first chapter is
about similarities of the Vedic Vision
and the Vision of Christ. Both lead
us home to truth, Satyam, from
Sat, eternal, infinite, self-subsisting
reality, Ti, finite, temporal, dependent
reality, and Yam, union (page 11). An
example of the similarity is the the
vedic prayer: ‘Lead me from unreal to
the real, from ignorance to wisdom’,
and Jesus’ teaching the prayer ‘Our
Father’ …it is a prayer asking God
to lead us from our life to God’s life,
from our rule to God’s rule, from our
will to God’s will.
The main message that stood out for
me is on page 44: The goal of life is to

Canterbury Press 2014
his little book is exactly what it
says in the title. It is designed to
carry in your pocket as you visit holy
wells. But it is valuable in many more
ways than this, for it is a rich collection
of prayers, liturgies and poems. The
texts used range from Biblical and early
Christian to modern contemporary
verses. For example, from Maximus
Confessor (c.580 -662), as a reminder
that we breathe in and out the presence
of God, we have:
God is Breath
For the breath of the world
is shared by all,
Goes everywhere, nothing shuts it in,
Nothing holds it prisoner.
One prayer comes from Mechthild of
Magdeburg (1210 – 1282):

T

reviewed by Tina Rawal

go back to the original harmony. It is
to rediscover one’s image and likeness
of God. But human beings cannot do
this by themselves but need a Saviour.
Jesus Christ is seen as the incarnation
of God who freed people.
Brother Martin also skilfully guides
the reader through fresh understanding
of reincarnation and resurrection (see
page 40):
Reincarnation is the movement
from the past into the present and
then into the future!
Resurrection is the discontinuity of
the past movement and manifesting
eternity into the present!
Reincarnation is the movement
of the ego.
Resurrection is the life and
image of God.
The book reminded me of an analogy
which likened the human spirit to the
River Ganges….the River Ganges
rises in the Himalayas, high up, it is a
most mysterious beginning, it gushes

Book Review - Holy Wells
Holy Wells
A Pilgrim’s Prayer Companion
and Guide
by Brendan O’Malley

SANGHA NEWSLETTER

out of a deep cavern under a glacier,
and even there it is quite a river at its
very beginning, though very small
compared with what it afterwards
becomes. And this little river, rising
out of the bowels of the earth, flows
into great mountain ranges which
stand in its way all around it, and
these mountain ranges are like all
the philosophies and religions of
the world, there they stand in their
magnificence….. the river flows
round the mountain… flows down the
valleys and after a long journey finds
its way to the sea, and this is the nature
of human spirit to keep moving, under
direction of course… the direction is
the ocean and the ocean is that pure
consciousness… where there is no
difference between one river and
another. (Sri Santananda Saraswati)
It is an interesting book to dip in and
out of….new meaning unfolds every
time you reflect on the passages.
Tina Rawal

reviewed by Hilary Knight

O flaming Mountain,
O chosen Sun, O full Moon,
O bottomless Well,
O unattainable height,
O Brightness beyond compare,
O Wisdom without measure,
O Mercy unsurpassed,
O Might irresistible,
O Crown of all Glory:
your lowly creature sings
your praises.
And the author himself writes several
meditations, one of them being on
silence: ‘the still, silent Mystery of God,
before which all words ultimately fail’.
There is information about the history,
purpose and function of holy wells;
there are prayers for healing and
blessing, and readings and prayers
set out for ten stations at which the
pilgrim can rest and meditate. Finally
there is a gazetteer of holy wells in
mainland UK. I recommend this book

wholeheartedly as a companion for
the whole of life’s pilgrimage.
Brendan has a lot of experience
of conducting pilgrimages, and
made a study of the Holy Wells of
Pembrokeshire for his M Phil thesis.
He was Dean of Chapel and Part Time
Lecturer at the University of Wales,
Lampeter, where I was lucky to have
him as my Supervisor, and where he set
up a Christian Meditation Group. He
is a Canon of St David’s Cathedral.
Hilary Knight
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Sangha News, Retreats & Resources
Costing of Sangha Events
The cost of Sangha events varies. When planning an event we
simply aim to break even. Thus the cost of any event reflects the
expenses incurred putting it on, largely the cost of the venue.
Recently the price of accommodation at venues has risen this is
the reason for the slight increase in some retreat costs.

Sharing the Journey
Summer Retreat 2015
This 4 day retreat from 24th-27th July will also be held at
Michaelgarth, Ty Mawr. It is a new event in the Sangha
calendar, and will be a time of silence & reflection. For more
information contact John Careswell or Ingrid Schultz.
Tel: 01373 471317 e-mail: johningrid@careswell.net
New Avaita (Non-duality) Course
at Colet House London
The Study Society is seeking to share anew the teachings
received over many years, from the former
Shankaracharya of Jyoti, HH Shantanand Saraswati.
We thought especially that some members of Bede Griffiths
Sangha, might wish to follow up discussions there, and hear
more about the spiritual tradition of Advaita.
You are warmly invited to contact us for further details:office@studysociety.org or 020 8741 6568

Hermits in Company 2015
Ty Mawr Convent near Monmouth Wales
May 1- 4th (a few places available)
September 16th – 22nd (places available)
For information about both retreats see article on page 4 of this
newsletter; or contact Jane Lichnowski
mob: 07971 167 568 or email jane@lichnowski.com

Contemplative Recording Event
18th - 20th March 2015
at the Monastery of Our Lady and St. Bernard,
Brownshill, Stroud GL6 8AL.
Cost: £95 per person. For more information please see enclosed
booking form, or contact Aileen Neilen:
tel: 01834 871 433 email: aileen.neilan@btinternet.com

Books from the Sangha
by Brother John Martin Sahajananda
Four o’clock talks (2007)

£6.60

Discussions with John Martin Sahajananda, compiled by Carrie Lock

What is truth? (2012)
Integral Monotheism (2013)
Now retitled – Fully Human Fully Divine

£8.20
£6.70

A meeting point between the Vedic vision & vision of Christ

Mission without conversion

£6.20

Becoming instruments of peace

The Interfaith Foundation
The Interfaith Foundation is a charitable organisation embracing the universal truth at the heart of all spiritual traditions.
www.interfaithfoundation.org
Tel: 08444 457 004
email: admin@interfaithfoundation.org

You are the light (2002)

£6.20

Rediscovering the eastern Jesus

New Annunciation (2013)

£3.00

Universal call to be Virgin Mothers

A new song of creation (2010)

£4.20

Creation story retold with convergence of biblical & Hindu cosmologies

Truth has no boundaries (2005)

£4.70

Proclaiming the good news of peace

Other events
From time to time members hold events that may be of
interest to others. At the editorial discretion of the working
group we are happy to make these known. However we
need to point out that the Bede Griffiths Sangha Working
Group has not endorsed these events nor can it be held
responsible for their organisation or contents.

Cygnus Books
Cygnus Books is a bookselling and information service like no
other. Our aim is to help you find the inspiration and guidance you
are looking for, as you search for new ways to heal your body,
nourish your soul and live in a way that reflects your own deepest
values. We do this in three ways:
1. By providing you with messages and features written to guide,
uplift and inspire. You’ll find hundreds of such messages and
features in the resources section of the website.
2. By selecting books and other items that we believe will help you
grow, heal and savour the full ‘juiciness’ of life.
3. By publishing a free monthly magazine, the Cygnus Review
www.cygnus-books.co.uk
0845 456 1577 or 01558 825 500
Cygnus Books, Unit 1, Beechwood, Llandeilo,
Carmarthenshire, SA19 7HR

NEW -The Ganges and the Jordan Meet (2014)

£4.70

Reincarnation and Resurrection

by Shirley du Boulay
Beyond the Darkness

(2003)

£5.00

A biography of Bede Griffiths

All prices include pnp
Contact:
Annie Cygler
01344 772 496
57 Wellington Road, Crowthorne, Berks, RG45 7LJ
bgsangha 2014@gmail.com

From the WCCM
Books, dvd’s and cassettes of Father Bede and
books and tapes on meditation.
Medio Media, St Mark’s, Myddelton Square, London EC1R 1XX
mail@wccm.org or call Jan Dunsford on 020 7278 2070
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Regional & Overseas Sangha Contacts
For Sangha and Newsletter Contacts see page 2.
If any one would like to have their names removed or
added as local contacts please let us know.

England
Cornwall

Penzance - Swami Nityamuktananda
01736 350510
Dorset
Michael Giddings
07810 366 860
mjgiddings2002@yahoo.co.uk
Gloucestershire Victoria Glazier
01453 839 488
Hereford &
Annette Criswell
Shropshire
01568 770 436
gooldena1@btinternet.com
Hertfordshire
Graham Thwaits
01279 834 315
Jersey & the
Sean Arnold
Channel Islands 01534 863118
seanjarnold@googlemail.com
London
N4 - Ann O’Donoghue
0207 359 1929
London
SE (Kent) - Hilary Knight
0168 986 1004
Middlesex
Pinner - Catherine Widdicombe
020 8866 2195
mjc.widdicombe@grailsociety.org.uk
Norfolk
Chris Smythe
01493 664 725
Northants
Henry Worthy
01604 513 032
Staffs
Stoke on Trent - Sr Sophia
01782 816036
Suffolk
Wendy Mulford
01728 604 169
West Sussex
Gillian Maher 01444 455 334
Worcs
Nick & Mary Saddler
01386 751 443

Overseas contacts
Argentina

Magdelena Puebla
malen_puebla@hotmail.com
00542204761641

Australia

Andrew Howie iona@netspace.net.au
East St Kilda - Samantha Semmens
ssemmens@trinity.unimelb.edu.au

Brazil
Chile
Denmark
Eire
France

Marcos Monteiro - satsangmohan@yahoo.com.br
Carlos Carranza - carloscarranza@hotmail.com
Vicky Lasheras - lasheras@frbpost.dk
Justin Carty - dustbin26@hotmail.co.uk
Nerte Chaix michoule2@wanadoo.fr
Paris: Julia Tompson on 01 30 53 11 89
julia.tompson@gmail.com
Br. Martin - bromartin111@outlook.com
Mario la Floresta - laflor_l@libero.it
Godwin Genovese - shine@vol.net.mt
Christchurch - Kevin Moran
s.friend@paradise.net.nz
Florida - Michael Spillane
mspillane@legalaidpbc.org
Oklahoma - Carolyn Cowan
ccmission@cox.net
Nevada - Jackie Greedy
775 883 0854
Big Sur - Father Cyprian Consiglio
cyprianconsiglio@sbcglobal.net

India
Italy
Malta
New Zealand
USA

Meditation Groups

Gloucestershire Cirencester - Jane Lichnowski

01285 651 381 or 07971 167 568
jane.saunderson@live.co.uk
Fourth Wednesday each month at 6.30pm
London

SE (Kent) - Hilary Knight
0168 986 1004
Wednesdays 7:30pm
SW (Barnes) - Sylvia Howell
020 8748 3722
sylvia@howell20.orangehome.co.uk
Wednesday 3:45pm

Northants

Henry Worthy
01604 513 032
Thursdays at 8:00pm

Surrey

Woking - Kath Higgens
01483 833 101
Wednedays 5:30pm

Sussex

Arundel - Mary Corbyn
01903 882 508
Tuesdays

Northern Ireland
Ballyhornan

Stan Papenfus
02844 841451

Scotland
Aberdeen
Glasgow
Easter Ross

Angelika Monteux
01224 867 409
Steve Woodward
01355 224 937
Revd George Coppen
01862 842 381
gcoppen@tiscali.co.uk

Wales
West Wales
Mid Wales

Martin and Aileen Neilan
01834 871 433
Montgomery - Jonathan Robinson
01588 620 779
Holywell - Philip Francis
01352 711 620

WCCM Groups WCCM contact - Kim Nataraja
kimshankarnataraja@googlemail.com
020 7727 6779

www.bedegriffithssangha.org.uk

